AMBIENT ANIMAL - MANIFEST
"Musical styles or genres don’t matter to me. Through listening or dancing to
music, sudden emotions like excitation or comfort can arise that are capable
of shifting your current mood to another horizon. Eg. a beautiful Ambient track
with dense athmospherical layers can function as a holistic treatment for your
body and soul. My focus of interest is in the depths of musical perception.
Interesting music breathes vitaly and is not limited to its pure functionality.
Music makes us feel in a very direct way and human beings tend to be guided
(and sometimes also manipulated) by bits and pieces of musical expression
which are constantly invading their hearts and minds. I will continue using all
sorts of instruments/noise makers to generate and record sound fractals, reconstruct feldrecordings and play with my synthesizers/drum machines for
the rest of my life in search of sonorical wonderland."
grounded and spiralled out of control.
the journey continues.
Text: Benedikt Guschlbauer, May 2005/May 2019
https://soundcloud.com/ambientanimal
https://www.mixcloud.com/ambientanimal/
https://www.facebook.com/elbicoatmosferico/
AMBIENT ANIMAL – SHORT BIOGRAPHY
Music conaisseur, dj, producer, event host and Sama Recordings label head
Benedikt Guschlbauer aka Ambient Animal lives and works in Vienna.
Booking: ambientanimal@samarecordings.net

RADIO RAGWEED
Radio Ragweed is hosted and curated by Ambient Animal in a 4 week cycle
via London and Berlin based community radio station Threads Radio.
The frst episode was aired Wednesday, May 16th, 2018.
The aural nature of Radio Ragweed stands for forward thinking music, which
enriches both body and soul. Benedikt Guschlbauer aka Ambient Animal –
the founder of viennese record label Sama Recordings – guides you through
these (mostly) electronic excursions and presents his personal favourites of
already established artists/labels/collectives with diversive musical
backgrounds, unreleased music from friends as well as upcoming releases of
promising newcomers. You can also expect regular guest mixes by some of
the fnest diggers around and special features e.g. about experimental african
and asian music hosted by Cedrik Fermont of Syrphe Records out of Berlin.
The programmation of Radio Ragweed is not limited to a style or genre, a
certain elevating spirit has to radiate from those waves and frequencies i want
to share with my listeners.
LINKS
https://soundcloud.com/sama-recordings/sets/radio-ragweed
https://threadsradio.com/project/radio-ragweed/
https://www.facebook.com/events/804173603257361/
SAMA RECORDINGS
Sama Recordings was founded by viennese music lover Benedikt
Guschlbauer aka Ambient Animal in 2014 as an independent record label for
advanced audio aspects free of aesthetic or genre-based borders and stands
for forward thinking music, which enriches both body and soul.
GENERAL INQUIRIES | LICENSING
offce@samarecordings.net
LINKS
http://www.samarecordings.net
http://samarecordings.bandcamp.com/
https://twitter.com/SAMA_RECORDINGS
https://soundcloud.com/sama-recordings
https://www.facebook.com/samarecordings

